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ABSTRACT

from various view points. The models sought after are either
simplicial surface meshes or 3D meshes of the objects in the
scene.
Progress has been made in this field and working systems
have been proposed. In the feature based stereo techniques,
the first step usually involves matching, in pairs of input
images, invariant feature detectors and descriptors. Then
it is followed by camera auto-calibration, delivering camera
pose information as well as a sparse 3D point reconstruction
based on the image feature points. This may be followed by
a further process in the images, which results in a per-pixel
density (i.e. quasi-dense) 3D point reconstruction.
We assume that the acquisition process delivers sequences
of located frames, i.e., images with associated metadata describing for each image, the position of the camera as well
as the shooting parameters. We use an automatic stereo
vision algorithm to extract a set of tracks from the located
frames, where each track is a 3D point associate to a list
of frames where the point is visible. The set of images and
tracks constitutes the input of the reconstruction algorithm.
Although the 3D points produced by the located frames
processing step produce a quasi-dense sample, the point
cloud is far from the quality of samples resulting from laser
range scanners. The data points are entangled with redundancies, a large number of outliers and noise. Therefore,
traditional 3D surface reconstruction techniques are not directly applicable to stereo data. Fortunately, the image information is still available which can be used to help surface
reconstruction as seen in Lhuillier and Quan [10].
A first class of stereo vision reconstruction algorithms is
based on the concept of visual hull [9]. These methods are
mainly suited to single compact objects as their computational and memory cost becomes quickly prohibitive when
the size of the scene increases. See Seitz et al. [15] for a review of some of the top-performing algorithms using visual
hulls.
Volumetric methods, i.e., methods based on a decomposition of the domain into elementary cells (grid, triangulations), include space carving [17, 5], level sets [13], and
volumetric graph cuts [8].
Image based methods use image information (textures,
camera position...) to help surface reconstruction. Bruzzone
et al. [2] used a Delaunay triangulation constrained to the
input feature line segments. The resulting two-dimensional
triangulation in one of the images is then lifted into the
3D space, generating a triangular faced surface description.
Morris and Kanade [11] described a scheme that searches for
reasonable triangulations of a point set by considering the

Extracting a computer model of a real scene from a sequence
of views, is one of the most challenging and fundamental
problems in computer vision. Stereo vision algorithms allow
us to extract from the images a sparse 3D point cloud on
the scene surfaces. However, computing an accurate mesh
of the scene based on such poor quality data points (noise,
sparsity) is very difficult. Here we describe a simple yet
original approach that uses both the stereo vision extracted
point cloud and the calibrated images. Our method is a
three-stage process in which the first stage merges, filters
and smoothes the input 3D points. The second stage builds
for each calibrated image a triangular depth-map and fuses
the set of depth-maps into a triangle soup that minimize
violations of size and visibility constraints. Finally, a mesh
is computed from the triangle soup using a reconstruction
method that combines restricted Delaunay triangulation and
Delaunay refinement.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Modeling]: Geometric algorithms,languages, and systems; I.3.8 [Applications]; I.4.5
[Reconstruction];
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation.
Keywords: Multiple-views, Surface reconstruction, Triangle soup, Restricted Delaunay triangulation, Delaunay refinement, Cgal , CImg
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INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional reconstruction of real world scenes from
sequences of overlapping images is a topic of much interest in
Computer Vision, Computer Graphics and Computational
Geometry. Its application areas range from preservation of
historical heritage to e-commerce through computer animation, movie production and virtual reality walkthroughs.
In this video, we describe an approach to recover a computer model of a complex scene from a set of images taken
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textures in the images. Hilton [7] presented a reliable and
computationally efficient recursive reconstruction algorithm
which integrates the feature visibility independently for each
view.
More recently, Strecha et al. [16] benchmarked multiview stereo reconstruction methods which have proven to
be adapted to reconstruct large scale building scenes. One
of the principal similarities between these methods is the
scene geometry representation by several depth maps.
We advocate for the combination of both volumetric and
image based approaches. Furthermore, our method also
combines stereo vision algortithms with methods used in
surface reconstruction from point clouds. We argue that
this particular synthesis of tools is the key to the efficiency
of our method.

2.

Our implementation is based on Cgal [3] for all the geometry processing and CImg [4] for the image processing.

3.
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4.

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Merging and filtering. Tracks whose 3D points are too
close are merged in a single one with a list of camera updated to include the union of the cameras of the two merged
tracks. Two criteria are then used to detect outliers in the
set of tracks:
* cone angle filtering - this criterion aims at eliminating
the tracks which have been observed from only a few camera
locations or from a set of camera directions forming small
angles from the 3D point.
* distance to neighbors - this criterion aims at eliminating tracks far away from densely populated regions of space.
First we compute for each track pi the average distance from
pi to its k-nearest neighbours, or dk (pi ) as follows:
1
k
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The algorithm takes as input the sequence of calibrated
images provided with the corresponding set of tracks. We
describe briefly the 3 steps of our algorithm.

dk (pi ) =

THE VIDEO

At first we show data sets from both feature based and
dense-stereo algorithms. Then we show the different steps
described in Section 2. Finally we show reconstruction results for various scenes for both sparse (Survey and Lion)
and quasi-dense (Herz-Jesu-P25 [12]) point clouds.
The demonstration shown in the video uses OpenGL via
MFC.

kpi − pj k2

pj ∈kNN(pi )

Once the dk of all tracks have been computed, we sort the
tracks in order of increasing average squarred distance, and
remove a small percentage of tracks with largest value.
Smoothing is then performed on the 3D points of the remaining tracks to eliminate noise.
Triangle soup. The algorithm then performs a contrast
analysis [6] of the located frames in order to detect contour edges. These contours are either apparent contours in
the images or the projection of sharp features of the scene.
These contours are then used as constraints to build 2D Delaunay triangulations of the track projections in the image
planes. Finally, a soup of 3D triangles (so-called ”conformal
soup”) is obtained by lifting the 2D constrained triangulations in the 3D scene coordinates. By construction the
triangles of this soup project onto homogeneous regions of
the images in which they are seen. Two filtering steps using
visibility constraint and size and shape criteria, are applied
to the conformal triangle soup to remove erroneous triangles.
Reconstruction. In the reconstruction step, we compute
a mesh from the triangle soup using a method that combine
restricted Delaunay triangulation and Delaunay refinement
[1, 14].
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